
DuPage Township Senior Committee Meeting

241 Canterbury Lane Bolingbrook 

Tuesday, June 4, 2019 

MINUTES

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 6:01 p.m. by Christine Betschel 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: Pledge of Allegiance was recited by all

ROLL CALL: Everyone responded "here" 

APPROVAL OF AGENDA: A motion was made by Maripat and seconded by Nancy -Ays by all, 

none opposed. The motion passed. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Nancy read the minutes, corrections were made regarding members have 
to be absent for 5 meetings before they no longer are members. Motion made by Diane, 
seconded by Rita. The motion passed. 

INTRODUCTIONS:  No new members 

OLD BUSINESS: Discussion of new policies/procedures, input from the seniors 

Senior Survey- Kathy brought the survey she typed up and passed it out to all. We all read them 
and talked about them. Maripat read each one and we commented. Speakers were talked about 
being repetitive. Waiting for  more suggestions about what we want to hear about. Commented on 
bus transportation and the board has to approve it at next board meeting. Decided there was 
enough room on the survey to answer questions on back of paper or on last page which is left blank 
intentionally. Linda will take on copying the surveys and will also make box  for drop off. We will give 
them a week to fill the survey out and return it to the drop off box. 

We revisited the discussion on charging out of township fees to non-residents from $12.00 to 
$35.00 single, and $50.00 couple. This would include all trips that they can go on without any more 
up-charges for non residents. Motion to change the amounts. Everyone voted and decided it was 
a good idea. 



NEW BUSINESS: We received the newsletter on time. Kudos to them. We should have Felix write a 
letter and be on the front page. 

Some discussion about what can be done at parties other than music and dancing. Suggestions 
included, Murder Mystery dinner, dance lessons to participate in, psychic, hand reading, 
magician, waiting for suggestions from the surveys that will be filled out. 

There was discussion about having a wellness fair to include: nutrition, depression, cooking for 
one, vision check. These were some of the ideas for people to come anq talk on. This 
would include Flu and Pneumonia shots but not the Shingles shot because not all insurances cover 
it or even part of it. 

It was discussed that a cookie exchange was not a good idea. 

PUBLIC COMMENTS: Felix mentioned he was happy to be part of the group to give his support and 
possible ideas. 

Nancy thanked Linda for the recorder. 

· Next meeting will be July 9th @ 6pm due to the holiday on the 4th- A motion was made and 

passed. Rita motioned to adjourn the meeting and Jimmie seconded. All ayes, none

opposed. The motion passed.




